CASE STUDIES

Pantheon Ventures
Billi Taps to complement the contemporary interior design.

Overview
Pantheon Ventures is a leading global investor in private equity, infrastructure
and real assets. Established in 1982, they focus on delivering performance
and value to institutional and private wealth clients.

Challenge – high demand, time and space efficiency
Pantheon’s new workspace was designed to provide flexible working
conditions, with a mix of public, private and semi-private space. The
requirement in the teapoints was for a boiling and chilled filtered water
system that would also provide hot and cold water to the sink via a mixer
tap. In addition, the use of under counter space by the system was to be
minimised.
Pantheon expressed their interest in Billi which was followed by a visit to the
London office of one of the Billi UK’s existing customers, Fabric Systems. To
further confirm Pantheon in their thinking, they received recommendations
from both, the architect practice, Perkins + Will, as well as the workplace
optimization, office design and fit-out company, Maris Interiors.
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Solution
The selected tap was the Billi Quadra Plus 15, which combines
modern, contemporary styling with market leading dispense
capacity and all these features from one single under counter
unit.
The Quadra Plus range has two taps, one for the boiling and
chilled filtered water, commonly mounted on a drainage font
away from the sink for safety reasons and the other to provide
hot and cold water through a matching-finish sink mixer tap.
Using heat exchange technology for energy saving, this system
fitted in perfectly with the design brief for Pantheon, which
required no ventilation.
In addition, there was a requirement to provide high volumes of
sparkling water and chilled water. The Boste BZ9 bottle filling
system was chosen which allowed Pantheon to fill large bottles
and jugs with sparkling and chilled filtered water for their
extensive meeting rooms.
Pantheon has also taken our Gold Maintenance Plan, a
comprehensive maintenance and filter replacement plan, which
covers all labour and parts required in the event of a breakdown
as well as replacement of filters to an agreed schedule.
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Quality products and
workmanship at Billi. From
the mixer taps to their
customer and maintenance
service, they are a cut
above the rest. I am looking
forward to future business.
Gabor Hajdu
Office Services Manager
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